Why are some changes made to title records not visible in the audit trail?
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Applies to

- OLIB 9.0 Service Pack 11 onwards
- OLIB Cataloguing

Answer

The titles audit trail has been separated into two lists and the existing audit trail attribute now excludes any changes made by the standard system administrator login (OLIBWVSYS). This excludes both system updates made during the daystart processing as well as any manual updates made whilst logged into OLIB Web using the OLIBWVSYS user.

An additional attribute, **Audit Trail (system updates)**, can be added to your Titles layouts to show these system changes if required.

**Additional information**

[Online Help - Making changes to sheets](https://help.oclc.org/Library_Management/OLIB/Troubleshooting/Why_are_some_changes_made_to_title_records...)
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